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About This Game

The much anticipated sequel to the #1 casual game of 2005, LUXOR 2 HD has been re-imagined and sets the new standard for
action-puzzlers with dazzling new HD graphics & 5d3b920ae0
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its a fun game. This game is fanstastic!!!! i like it.. This game is fanstastic!!!! i like it.. It's Luxor. It's in HD. If you like Luxor,
you'll like it. If you like Zuma, you'll like it. If you like Arkanoid or Space Invaders or Galaxian or Centipede you might like it,
too. It's difficult to say much about a game already so well known. It's Zuma with vertical shooting instead of rotational. It looks
good, and it plays smoothly, and it's essentially a prettied-up version of the original. If Luxor 2 has a flaw, it's a lack of courage
or ambition. It presents a huge pile of maps, but doesn't add much of significance to justify that '2' in the title, and what little it
does add (more powerups) are present from the outset. That makes progress feel a little meaningless -- you go from one map to
the next, some harder than others, but the gameplay is consistent. In that regard Luxor 3 was an improvement; allowing you to
earn coins with which to strategically purchase upgrades for your favourite powerups made success in a level feel more
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rewarding in the long term. Otherwise, the core gameplay is great, but quite interchangeable with any other Luxor title.. It's
alright. As far as "shoot coloured balls to make chains", The Zuma series is better. Nice options for different targeting aides.
Sometimes I just wanna watch youtube while i overstimulate myself with a game, so I just set it to beam targeting. Not fond of
the way many levels put "dead areas" where you can't shoot.. Good game. Simple. Very nice graphic and sound.
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